One Click on “Course Success & Retention Warehouse”

One Click on “Run Dashboard”

Click “Cañada College”

Select “Spring 2015”

Select a division by uncheck “All”

Select “Humanities”

Select a Subject by uncheck “All”

Select “ENGL”
Click “Load Course Data!” and wait!

Move this bar to see more variables.

Drag variables from the “Available Dimensions” to the left hand side area.

Three variables are in the left hand side area.

Click on the “+” sign.
After you click on the “+” signs, you will see the display on:

“Subject”—English

“Course”—100, 110, 161, etc.

“Ethnicity”—American Indian, Asian, Black, Filipino, Hispanic, Multi Races, White, etc.

The orange area shows the number and percentage of students retained and passed each English course by ethnicity.

You can drag the variable up and down.

Move Ethnicity from the bottom to the top. You will see the display:

Ethnicity, subject, and course.

The orange area shows the number and percentage of various ethnic groups retained and passed each English course.

Drag variables from the left hand side area to the “Available Dimensions” to eliminate the variable or to exchange the variable.